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INTRODUCTION 
Consider a first - order autoregressive (AR (1)) model 
Xn w dX,~_l = Un, n ' -  l , . . .  ,N; (1) 
where Xn is the observation at time n; Un is the random innovation; d is an unknown parameter. 
The parameter d is customarily estimated by its least - squares estimate 
N 
Z X.-IX. 
N (2) 
~ x 2 n--1 
(If the U~ s are normally distributed, d is also the maximum - likelihood estimate of d .) 
Autoregressive time series with a unit root - in particular the model (1) - have been the subject 
of much recent attention in the econometrics and also in the mathematical literature. In part, 
this is because the unit root hypothesis, - the asymptothz properties of d when Idl is close or 
equal to one - are of considerable interest in applications: in system identification and control; 
in modeling business and economic data etc. (The presence of a unit root indicates that the time 
series is not stationary.) 
The summary of the most important results is given by Chan and Wei [3] and by Phillips [10]. 
It is well known that when Id] < 1 
X~n-1 (d -d )  D, N(0,1), 
r~----1 
(3) 
as N ~ oo, where N(0, 1) denotes a standard normal random variable, and v~ designates 
convergence in distribution. However, when d = -1,  the limit distribution on the right side of 
(3) can be written in form 
1 
y W(~)dW(t) 
o 
where W(t), t E [0, 1] is a standard Wiener process. Of course, these results indicate that the 
asymptotic normality breaks down for d in a neighborhood of - l ,  in the sense that for any given 
N, no matter how large, there will be a neighborhood of-1 in which one should not expect (3) 
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to yield reasonable approximations (cf. Arat6 [1], Lai and Siegmund [9]). 
This is the reason why we investigate the model (1) reparameterizing d to be -1  + ~,, A being a 
fixed constant. More exactly we shall construct and study the likelihood ratio (L.R) statistic for 
the null hypothesis that the true model in (1) is a random walk (i.e. d = -1  ). 
In the papers [5] and [6] it was supposed by the author that the innovation process (U,~) is a 
Gaussian white noise. Under this assumption it was proved that the limit distribution of the 
L.R. statistic has the form 
exp ~ W, dW, + -y W?dt (5) 
0 
if the hypothesis : d = -1  is valid; 
( j  ) exp A X, dX, + -~ X2dt (6) 
0 
if the alternative : d = -1  + ~. is true, respectively. 
The process Wt in (5) is a standard Wiener - process on [0, 1];X, in (6) is the Ornstein - 
Uhlenbeck process (see below). 
But independence is rather strong assumptions to make about the sequence of innovations in 
most empirical work. In this paper we shall prove that the limit distributions of the test statistic 
((5) and (6)) are unchanged when (U,) in (1) is replaced by a stationary p-th order AR process. 
2. THE MODEL AND THE MAIN RESULT 
Let us examine the more general model that it was written in (1), namely 
Xn d- dXn-1 = ~., Idl < 1, (7) 
where the sequence of innovations ~,~ is a p-th order Gaussian AR process, and 
X,  = 0, n = 0 , -1 , -2 , . . .  , -p .  (8) 
Suppose we have N observations 
X , XN. X1, 2, .. • 
The process (~,) satisfies the stochastic difference quation 
~. + e1~-1 +. . .  + cp~,_p = U,, (9) 
where U, is a Gaussian white noise. Assume that ~n = 0, as n ~ 0. Consequently we get 
~1 = U, 
~2 ~- Cl~l = U2 (i0) 
~£ Jr" Cl~l--1 -b . . .  "1- Cp~l._p ~-. Vf., 2 < t <_ N, 
and in this manner the process ~n can be represented in the form 
C~ = U, (9') 
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where C is a lower triangular matrix of dimension N x N 
C = I+ clJ1 +. . .+  cpJp; (11) 
-- (~1,... ,~N)'; U = (Ux , . . .  ,UN) ' .  (12) 
In (11) I denotes the p-th order unit matrix and Jk, (k = 1, . . .  ,p) are special matrices of 
dimension N x N, with zero elements except he 
( l ,~-  k ) -  th elements which are 1, ~ = k + 1,. . .  , (N -  1). 
Let us test the hypothesis for the process (7) 
H :d = -1 ,  (*) 
and the process (~,) with the coefficients c l , . .  • , % is asymptotically 
stationary; 
against he alternative hypothesis 
A :d = -1  + ~-, (**) 
and the coefficients of the asymptotically stationary process 
~k 
(~n) are given in the form c~ N) = ck + --~-, k = 1 , . . .  ,p. 
Introduce the following matrix - notations: 
further denote by 
Ao = I - J1, (1 o) 
-1  1 
,40 = .. .. ; 
0 -1  
A 
AN = .40 + "~ J1, 
o l-1+~,  1 AN = ". ". ; 
0 -1+~- 
1 
c1 1 
,* • ,•  
Co= 
% 
0 
the matrix C written in (11); and by 
the matrix 
CN = 
• • 
• o 
• • 
, • 
, o 
cp . . .  cl 1 
1 
CN = Co+ -=A 
IV  
1 
el ..[_ - ~ ".. 
• , . 
cp+ ~ "'. "'. 
0 %+ ~ ... 
'o 
O~ 
l j  
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
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where 
P 
A = Z AkJk. 
k=l  
Using the above - mentioned notations consider the matrices 
(17) 
Do = CoA0, (18) 
and 
where 
D 0 = 
1 
C 1 -- 1 1 
"., 
C 2 -- C 1 
--Cp 
-cp C 2 - -  C 1 cl - 1 
0 
ON "- 
DN = CNAN,  
1 
dl 1 
d2 dl "'. 
: "°. ",. "" 
dp+ l "" • "" 
" ,  "., 
0 dp+l . . .  d2 dl 1 
(19) 
A A k Ak_ 1 .~)tk_ 1 
dk = ek -- ek-1 "b "~ek-1  -I'- N " -7  + N - - -T  ' & -- 1, . . .  ,p, (A0 - 0); (20) 
Ap A )~p 
dp+l = -cp + ~cp - -~- + N2.  (21) 
From (14) and (16) we get 
A 
DN = CoAo + A CoJI + I AAo + .~AJ1 ,  (22) 
which can be written in the more simple form 
ON = Do + AN,  (23) 
where AN is a lower triangular matrix of dimension N x N with zero diagonal elements and 
(AN)id --" 0, as N - .  oo, i, j = 1,2 . . . . .  N. 
Consequently the hypothesis problem (.)  - (**) is equivalent to the following one: 
H :AoX = ~, Co~ = U, (*') 
DoX = U; 
A : ANX = ~, CN~ ---- U, (9:9¢ t) 
DN X = U, 
where 
X = (X1 , . . .  , " ' (24) 
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Let us observe that X has N - dimensional normal distribution, with zero mean and Ilo, RN 
covariance matrices - depending on hypothesis or alternative hypothesis i true. It is easy to see 
that 
Ro 1 = D'oDo; l~N 1 = D'ND N. (25) 
Our aim is to give the asymptotic distribution of the L.R. statistic. Therefore let us denote by 
fH(X l ,X2 ,  .. . ,XN)  (26) 
LN = 2"log ~:X2 ,  IX-~N) 
the logarithm of the L.R. statistic, where f . (X1, . . .  ,XN) is the multinormal density function. 
One can prove that 
L~v = XtI~N1X - Xtl'{oX -" (ANX)tU + U(ANX)  4- (ANX)t (ANX) .  (27) 
(The sign of the second term depends on which hypothesis i true.) 
Let us denote by (ANX)k the k - th component of the vector A~X, (k = 0, 1 . . . .  ,N), and 
suppose that (ANX)0 = 0. 
Now we state without proof the following lemma. 
I~ e ~ rf~ a 
Consider the Gaussian process 
Z} N) -.. v /N(  ANX) [N , I  (28) 
on the closed interval [0,1], where [ ] denotes the integer part of its argument. 
If one of the hypothesis (,') or its alternative (**') is true, then the process Z} N) converges with 
probability 1 to a Gaussian process Zt, 0 < t < 1, and the sequence LN converges in distribution 
to the expression 
1 1 
o o 
where Wt is a Wiener process on tile interval [0,1]. (The sign of the second term depends on 
which hypothesis i true.) 
The proof can be found in our previous paper [6]; (see further Phillips [10], and Herrndorf [4]). 
We can state our main result in the form of the following 
Theorem 
Let Xn be a Gaussiaa autoregressive process of first order satisfying the difference quation 
(7), with initial condition (8). Assume also that the process ~,, is represented in the form (9). 
Let us test the hypothesis (,) against he alternative (**). 
Having N observations for the process Xn, denote by 
PH (Xt,.. . ,  XN) 
PA 
the L.R. function. 
If the 'H' hypothesis (,) is true then 
(] 1]) PH , . .  D,  exp A WtdW~ + A s W~dt 
- Ta : , . . . , X ) N - - .  
o o 
(3o) 
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where W~ is a standard Wiener process. If the 'A' alternative hypothesis (~)  is valid then 
pA(X1, . . .  ~ exp A X, dX ,+IA  2 [1X2, dt (31) 
2 Jo 
o 
where the process X,, t E [0, 1] satisfies the following stochastic differential equation 
dX, + AX, dt = dW,, X0 - 0. (32) 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM AND REMARKS 
In order to prove the theorem we must find the limit Gaussian processes Z, written in formula 
(29) of the Lemma. Thus let us examine the function v'-N(ANX)INq, for which the following 
expression is valid 
1 A A 
~(  AIvX)INt ]"" --~(AAoXI[Nt] + --~(CoJiX)[Nt] -i-~(AJIX)[Nt], t ~: [0, 11. (33) 
We first make a simple remark. It is clear from the definitions (13) - (17) that the matrices 
Co,Co l ,CN,CN1,Ao,Ao l ,AN,AN 1 and A can be interchanged. This property will be used 
several times in transformations. Observe that the 1-st end the 3-rd term appearing in the r.h.s. 
of (33) converge in mean square to zero for all t E [0, 1]. 
This can be easily verified taking into account hat 
v~N 1 (AAoX)k = ~( (Ap  - Ap-1)XI,-p +. . .  + (A2 - ~1)X/¢-2 -~- ~ lXk -1) ,  (33) 
and 
A A Nvf~(AJiX)k =~(ApX~_p_l  +... + AIXk-2), (34) 
as k > (p+l ) .  
These sums of p terms converge to zero, as N --+ co. Examine the second term appearing in the 
r.h.s, of (33). 
In view of the identity 
J1 = I - A0 (35) 
we get 
CoJ1X = CoX - CoAoX = CoX - DoX. (36) 
If the hypothesis is true then according to (, ') DoX = U. The process ~U[Nq converges in 
mean square also to zero, as N -+ c¢. 
Applying the interchangeable property of the matrices the following equalities can be written 
CoX = CoDolU = CoAolColU = Ao'U. (37) 
But the inverse matrix A o x has the form 
11 i) A° t = 1 1 i ... .. 
1 
(38) 
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and so 
Consequently 
[m] 
(CoX)tml = Uk. 
k=l 
(39) 
v N(C0X)tN,I O, (40) 
as N ---* oo, where Wt is a standard Wiener process. 
In view of (40) and from the (29) assertion of the Lemma one can get the first statement - (30) 
- of the theorem. 
Let the alternative hypothesis (14) be valid. Then the equality - sequence 
CoJ1X = CoJ1D~IU = CoJ1AN1C~rlU = J1A~vlCoC~rlU (41) 
is correct. One can readily verify that 
( ) -1  1 (  ) -1  
Therefore 
1 ) - I  2 - I  1 - I  CoJ1X = J1ANIU- J1ACo 1 AN1U + J1C N A C o ( -~A N U). (43) 
By using relations (~),  (14) it is easy to see that  
1 1 1( ( _~)k-1 (A) ) 
~(A~ U)k=~ (-1) k-1 1 -  U l+. . .+  1 -  Uk- l+Uk , (44) 
k=l , . . . ,N .  
This expression multiplied by :~N converges in mean square to zero, as N ~ oo. This is valid 
obviously for the expression ~AN1U. The linear transformations - written by lower triangular 
matrices J1AC o 1 and JIC~tA2Co 1, respectively -o f  these vectors (processes) converge in mean 
square also to zero, as N ---* oo. 
Observe that the first term appearing ill the r.h.s, of (43) can also be represented in alternative 
form 
(( ) L( J1AN1U)k = A -1 + U1 + + 1 -  Uk-2 + Uk-1 ",/N - '~  . . . .  (45) 
This is exactly equivalent to Yk-1 multiplied by A, where Yk-1 is the value - at time (k - 1) - of 
the first order asymptotically stationary AR process (Yn); more exactly Yn satisfies the following 
stochastic difference quation 
( 1 
Yn+ -1+ Yn_1=~Un,  Yo=O. (46) 
Perform again the time transformation k = [Nt], t E [0, 1], then we get the equation 
k 
k- -1  "N-- 
(47) 
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Let (X~) be the solution of the stochastic differential equation (32). It is obvious that the equation 
k- - t  k - - I  
T -~- 
(48) 
can be written too. One can prove that the last term on the l.h.s, of (48) converges in mean 
square to zero, as N --* oo. In details see in Kormos and Piterbarg [7]. It follows that the 
processes (Yt) and (X,)  are equivalent. To complete the proof it remains to compare (33), (41) 
and (43) with one another. Consequently 
D 
V~(ANX) [Nq-  ~(Co J IX )uv ,  ] ' 7X,, (49) 
as N --* oo, where Xt is the Ornstein - Uhlenbeck process given by (32). By using this result 
and the assertion (29) of the Lemma we get the second statement - (31) - of the Theorem. Thus 
the Theorem is proved. 
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